LIFE AFTER
PROFESSIONAL SPORT

Prepared by the
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This brochure will
ü Educate athletes about common
experiences transitioning out of
professional sport
ü Provide tips for managing the transition,
and
ü Provide ideas for next steps.

Dedicated to serving U.S. Soccer Athlete needs.
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“We dream of going out on top, putting a
period or exclamation point at the end of our
career, end how we want, but that is just
not how it happens for the majority of us.”

Transitioning from
sport provides both a
challenge and an
opportunity for the
athlete to grow in
many ways.

Athletes retire for various reasons. These include career ending injury,
declining performance, having met one’s sport related goals, having
other interests, other opportunities or obligations, or being released from
the team. Retirement can be sudden or as a result of a longer decision
process.
Whatever reason for retiring, it is common to feel conflicted about your
experiences in sport, your career, and your retirement. Positive emotions
such as pride, contentment, or gratefulness may be mixed with sadness,
anger, or pain. As if it weren’t enough add to this the question “What
next?” and it is not surprise that this can be a turbulent period of time.

Research states: The transition
typically involves a time of
disorientation and confusion
followed by reorientation. Selfconfidence can dip during the
transition, often due to the
perception of being behind peers
in other domains, but typically
rebounds as the athlete adjusts to
new roles and routines while
coming to terms with a new
purpose.

“Honestly, I didn’t know who I was without
soccer. I had some interests, but during the
transition I felt confused in daily life, out of sorts.
It was kind of surreal for a while, and it took some
time before I felt like I was on solid ground.”
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Every pro athlete
retires. It is normal
and does not mean
you are a failure.

WHAT WORKS?
Research states that for athletes transitioning out of sport,
education about the transition (i.e., what experiences and
emotions to expect) and hearing from former players
about their transition are especially helpful.
The following have also been shown to be beneficial:

(1) A POSITIVE SELF-VIEW
In becoming a professional athlete, you likely developed
significant life skills. These skills are transferable to meet the
demands of the transition and embarking on your next phase of
life. First, it is good to recognize and acknowledge your abilities
and also recognize areas you may need to develop:
q What skills do you have to meet the demands of the transition?
q What skills do you imagine would be helpful during the
transition?
q What skills will help you with your next phase of life or new
career?
Hints: Here is a list of common attributes of professional athletes.

“I needed to find out
what was next for me.
Once I knew that, I felt
much better. It didn’t
matter that I still had
a lot to learn in my
next profession.”

ü Driven
ü Motivated
ü Self-disciplined

Able to:
ü Work in a team
ü Manage uncomfortable feelings
ü Learn new skills and adapt
ü Perform under pressure
ü Set goals and work towards them
ü Navigate challenges

Research states: Many employers view former athletes more
positively than those without athletic pasts.

(2) RETIREMENT PLANNING
(1) Positive Self-View
(2) Retirement
Planning
(3) Social Support
(4) Processing one’s
sport career and
experience

Exploring interests during one’s career and starting along the
pathway to a new profession or role is the single most predictive
activity to alleviate transition distress. As you successfully
transition out of professional sports you start to shift your identity
into other important areas (i.e., friend, family member,
_____ in training, former athlete). Seeing value in these identities
is useful.
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“I had the experience of feeling lost
and really wanting an organization
of people that I could tap into.”
(3) SOCIAL SUPPORT
There are many different types of social support: informational
support, network support (belonging to a group with similar
experiences), tangible support (ex., a retirement salary) esteem
support (helps you feel important), and emotional support.
When athletes leave team sport it is common to also lose one’s
social network. A team is a built in social support network. When
athletes leave the team environment they are often no longer
connected with current players and feel different from their age
related peers which can create isolation. In addition, social
support may be hindered due to the athlete’s normal routine or
patterns from sport, identifying others as competitors or
“toughing it out” in uncertain or difficult times.
Finding, seeking and using social support is important during the
transition.

(4) CLARIFYING, REVIEWING, AND SHARING
YOUR OWN EXPERIENCE IN SPORT
Athletes who process their reactions and emotions while further
understanding their experience playing sport are more likely to
adapt quicker to the transition. They are also more likely to
develop generativity – a desire to help others – in the sport field.

(1) Positive Self-View
(2) Retirement
Planning
(3) Social Support
(4) Processing one’s
sport career and
experience

“Former athletes have a lot to say and
perhaps no one to tell…athletes need to be
afforded the opportunity to vent and clarify
their feelings about their sport careers
without reprisals.”
“I am not sure anything will replace the
feeling of competing for your country. I was
bitter in the beginning but each passing
tournament has gotten easier. I was finally
able to step back, be proud of my
accomplishments and look at myself as more
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than a soccer player.”

WHAT NEXT?

What is next
differs for each
individual based
on their need.

The Athlete Council is
continuing to support
targeted initiatives to help
US Soccer develop services
for athletes transitioning out
of sport.
If you’d like help that your
professional organization
cannot or does not provide
please reach out.
We can explore opportunities
to:
ü Connect you with a
former player as a mentor
ü Connect you with other
transitioning athletes
ü Supply vocational
assessments
ü Review your sport career
and retirement or
brainstorm next steps.

Contact former player
John O’Brien at
jobrien@alliant.edu.

In an ideal world, these services would be provided to fit athlete needs:
SERVICE
Career counseling &
vocational training

FULFILLED NEED
Career assessments,
counseling, and vocational
training i.e., resume writing
and networking

Financial Counseling

Managing changing finances

Alumni organization

Network of support

Resource center for athletes
transitioning out of sport
Programs for current athletes
Continual and ongoing
programs/workshops/mental
skills training
Retirement salary (i.e. 1 year of
retirement income)
The sport organization
maintains contact with former
players and develops
opportunities for athletes to
stay involved and contribute to
the sport.
Space for retired athletes to
give feedback to sport
organization and to transition
services

Contact point, informational
support
Pre-retirement planning
Provides support at different
points during the transition
Financial support while the
athlete transitions to a new
career
Identity needs, feel valued,
opportunities to share
knowledge and give back

Opportunities to give back, use
knowledge and feel valued
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U.S. Soccer Alumni have gone
on to work in the following
professions and industries:
Analyst
Agriculture
Director of sport-based nonprofit
Director of Coaching
Designer
Entrepreneur
Finance
Investment Manager
Journalist
Management Positions
Marketing
Non-profit Employment
Player Agent
Presenter
Professional Coach
Psychology
Public Speaking
Real Estate
Restaurant Business
Sales
Self-employed
Social Work
Sport Management
Teacher
Tech Industry
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